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1.0

Approach

1.1

Background and introduction

Buckingham is a traditional small market town, it still has a market operating on two days per week,
plus a regular flea market and an annual destination event ‘fair’.
Its strengths are reported as including the historic quality / heritage of the town centre environment
and a range of independent retailers. It is the second largest centre in the AVDC district.
The town has recently completed a Neighbourhood Plan (BNDP) which includes identified aspirations
for the retail offer to improve and even to grow in light of established and identified housing and
population growth. However, the aspirations for the retail offer are secondary to a number of other
town centre improvement areas such as parking.
The BNDP reports a ‘large call for more retail development’ and identifies a number of potential sites,
although it does not specify what the need is in terms of type or format of retail provision.
There is a requirement for supporting evidence in terms of rationale for and input to any future retail
development as well as specific input to the type of development that would be suitable including
leisure and F&B / catering, currently a growth sector in town centres of all shapes and sizes.
There are identified additional housing units and additional student accommodation units for the
growing Buckingham University.
The forward planning team of AVDC would like to assess the current retail health and performance of
the town centre, and to identify how the town’s retail offer should evolve and grow to meet the
changing demands of the available customer base as it expands over the next few years.
In November 2016, The Retail Group was commissioned by Aylesbury Vale District Council to
undertake a town centre retail appraisal, health and opportunities assessment for Buckingham Town
Centre.
Historically the Council (AVDC) has identified the need for circa 35,000 sq.ft of additional comparison
floorspace in Buckingham, a recent development proposal that included convenience and comparison
floorspace did not go through to construction, and much of the site is now ear marked for housing.
There are other potential retail sites in the town centre. Although the sustainable opportunity and
potential uses of these sites has not been identified.
1.2

Objective

We have summarised the study objective as,
To complete an objective review of Buckingham Town Centre, to identify the current performance
and health of the town centre, to identify how the offer needs to evolve to meet the needs of its future
customer base, and to provide a concise report of the study findings.
This report contains the findings, results, conclusions and recommendations for this Buckingham
Retail Appraisal, Health Check and Opportunities Assessment.

1.0

Approach

1.3

Methodology

The following research areas have been completed;
•

Objective review of the town centre, looking at the range, mix and appeal of the existing
‘retail’ offer, wider trip generators and customer usage. Assessing a proven range of indicators
of health, from parking, to vacancy levels; and from retailer investment to customer facilities
and leisure offer.

•

Review of existing information from recent studies;


Capacity assessments and household survey from the Retail Study Update (GL Hearn
2015) and the earlier 2009 study.



Catchment area and analysis from the recent Aylesbury Town Centre Growth Opportunity
Assessment Study (The Retail Group 2016).

•

Survey of town centre operators.

•

Review of the BNDP to identify the drivers for the plan, the aspirations and views of
stakeholders.

•

Review of identified sites.

•

Review of the available customer information (from the BNDP ‘evidence base’ and other
sources).

•

Future needs and gap analysis.

2.0

Consumer Insight

2.1

Methodology

There is a wide range of customer profile information available, and given this availability we have
extracted relevant information from different sources. A review of published information and
previous research has been completed to obtain insight into the customer base; size and type of
resident catchment and other users. Sources have included;
•
•
•
•
2.2

Buckingham Neighbourhood Plan and supporting Evidence Base
Aylesbury Town Centre Growth Opportunity Assessment Study (The Retail Group 2016)
Retail Study Update (GL Hearn 2015)
Aylesbury Vale Buckingham Fact Pack.
Population

The town of Buckingham has a reported resident population in the region of circa 12,000.
•
•
•
•

Dominant age groups; 45-64 years at 28% up from 2001 (21%) and 25-44 years at 25% down
from 2001 (33%).
The overall population is ageing.
There is also a notably low proportion of 16-24 year olds (14%).
Under 16s represent 20% and over 65’s 13%.

The Household Survey conducted by GL Hearn identifies Zones 1 and 2 as the core draw area for
comparison goods shopping in the town; with a population of c. 25,000 and a wider area including
Zone 3 for convenience goods shopping trips; with a total resident population of c.37,000. These
areas are shown on the map overleaf.
Buckingham has a core resident area population of circa 12,000; and a potential wider inflow area
providing up to an additional population of circa 25,000 for retail goods.
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Consumer Insight

2.2

Population contd.

Map shows the geographic location of the research zones of the Household Survey (source: Retail
Study, GL Hearn).
Buckingham’s core trade draw area is zones 1-2.
Current Population
(2014)

Population Forecast
(2033)

Trade draw pattern
(comparison goods)

Zone 1

13,145

15,799

42%

Zone 2

11,651

13,913

31%
Source: Retail Study 2015, GL Hearn

2.0

Consumer Insight

2.3

Social Profile

The table below shows the Acorn Lifestyle groups of the two wards; Buckingham North and
Buckingham South; with recorded ward populations from the last census of 4,110 and 3,678
respectively, this accounts for two thirds of the Buckingham catchment and provides a clear
indication of the types of residents / consumers.
Acorn is a lifestyle classification system developed by CACI that classifies the resident population
into different groups and types according to their postcode providing valuable insight into their key
lifestyle characteristics, market positioning and attitudes.
Acorn Category

Buckingham North

Buckingham South

Wealthy Achievers

+30%

+61%

Urban Prosperity

13%

7%

Comfortably Off

27%

25%

Moderate Means

6%

<1%

Hard Pressed

15%

?%

Buckingham's residents are dominated by the affluent and comfortably off lifestyle sectors.
The geographic location and spread of these groups is shown in the maps overleaf.
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Social Profile contd.

Buckingham North Ward – Location of ACORN Groups.

Source Bucks Strategic Partnership, March 2010
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2.3

Social Profile contd.

Buckingham South Ward - Location of ACORN Groups.

Source Bucks Strategic Partnership, March 2010
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2.3

Social Profile contd.

Flourishing Families (brown on the map) it can be seen is the dominant group in the south and Secure
Families (red on the map) dominates in the north. The following descriptions of the Acorn lifestyle
categories and groups provides further insight into residents’ characteristics, profile and behaviour.
Flourishing Families
Described as high-income people, successfully juggling jobs and families.
Flourishing Families group belongs to the Wealthy Achievers category the most affluent category in
the classification.
Wealthy Achievers
•
•
•
•
•

Successful and affluent people
Middle-aged or older people predominate
Well-off families with school-age children
Very well educated, most employed in managerial and professional occupations
Car ownership is high and incomes are high.

“These people are established at the top of the social ladder; they are healthy, wealthy and
confident consumers”

Family oriented, well off, discerning consumers with mid to upmarket tastes. Want good quality and
good service over price

Secure Families
Described as stable suburban families that make up much of modern Britain.
Secure Families group belongs to the Comfortably Off category the next most well-off category in
the classification.
Comfortably Off
•
•
•
•
•

Middle-of-the-road Britain
Comfortably off, may not be wealthy, but few major financial worries
All life stages
Employment a mix of professional and managerial, clerical and skilled occupations
Educational qualifications tend to be in line with the national average

“These are the home-owning, stable areas of modern Britain”

Family oriented, good available disposable income, aspirational and brand aware. Want good choice
and customer service

2.0
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2.4

Other / Additional Customer Groups

Students
The University is an integral aspect of the town centre, a point of difference with neighbouring
towns and a vital contributor to the local economy.
Two sites; campus surrounding Hunter Street and the Verney Park site. Future development includes
sports facilities at Ford Meadow and academic and residential development at the former industrial
site at Tingewick Road.
University of Buckingham has many mature students and those from overseas.
On campus student numbers set to increase to 2,000 by 2031 (currently 1,300).
Workers and Employment
•
•
•
•

74% of the population are aged 16-74 and economically active (2011).
Good proportion educated to degree level and above (33%).
48% of those 16-74 are employed in managerial and professional occupations.
Employment – AVDC estimate there are 164 businesses in the town centre alone.

Main employment areas are; Buckingham Industrial Park, Tingewick Road Industrial Park, Swan
Business Park, High Acre Farm, Bourton Business Park, Wipac, University of Buckingham, the five
schools and Natco as well as the retail sector.
Lots of workers having easy access to the town centre.
Future potential growth from jobs being delivered at Silverstone (over 8,000). Buckingham also
benefits from its location between Milton Keynes and Bicester Garden City.
Tourists and Tourism
Buckingham’s geographic location is considered to present an opportunity to further develop its
tourism role; close to Stowe (National Trust), Silverstone Circuit, Towester Racecourse, Bicester
Village, Oxford and the Cotswolds.
There is considered to be much potential for future long-term leisure and tourist development,
including the canal.
Quoted as “Buckingham has a thriving tourist information centre in the Old Gaol”.
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2.5

Shopping Behaviour

Extracts below are taken from the Retail Study Update 2015, GL Hearn, to provide input and insight
to current shopping behaviour.
Buckingham is considered to retain almost all of its available convenience expenditure; and very low
comparison.
In the household survey those from zones 1 (88%) and 2 (72%) cited Buckingham as their most often
visited destination; “which demonstrates the loyalty of Buckingham’s localised catchment”.
75% visit once a week or more frequently and appear to be visiting primarily for food shopping.
Only 19% cite non-food shopping as the primary purpose of their last visit.

Leisure

1%

Visiting friends / family

3%

Medical / dental

6%

Cafes / bars / restaurants

5%

Financial services

15%

Food

37%

Non-food

19%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Chart shows primary purpose of last visit.
The household survey (source: Retail Study, GL Hearn) also identifies that food shoppers are car borne.
In town Waitrose and Tesco Express are reported to have a 14.4% market share of the core catchment,
however Waitrose sales density is reported as only approaching benchmark levels at an index of 0.92
while Tesco is said to have a sales density well in excess of company average; the out of town Tesco
(London Road) is the most used.
Milton Keynes exerts considerable influence in the core catchment in terms of comparison goods with
two thirds of available spend reportedly leaking out to Milton Keynes.
Buckingham Town Centre is said to only attract 8.9% of comparison goods spend from zones 1 and 2
(its core catchment), dominant category being; chemist, cosmetic and beauty products. Other notable
categories include; domestic appliances / electrical goods, DIY / hardware, jewellery, silverware and
watches.
In terms of leisure activity e.g. cinema, the most visited is Milton Keynes followed by Bicester.
However Buckingham is visited by a high proportion especially of zone 1 (56%) and to a lesser extent
zone 2 (33%) for restaurants.
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2.5

Shopping Behaviour contd.

Likes about Buckingham

Dislikes about Buckingham

Convenience to home

Nothing

Pleasant atmosphere / environment

Poor range of shops

Character / old buildings

Expensive parking

Not too busy

Difficulty parking

2.6

Summary

The town of Buckingham has a population in the region of 12,000; it is ageing and growing.
Trade draw areas for comparison and convenience goods of circa 25,000 to 37,000.
Mid to upmarket Acorn groups dominate the profile of the residential catchment in and around the
town of Buckingham.
Consumers typically have a family orientation and are comfortably off.
Students are an important additional source of consumers with the University an integral
characteristic of the town.
Visitors and workers are also additional potential consumer groups, both those in town and outside
the town centre.
Consumers are loyal to Buckingham.
Visit patterns are frequent, driven primarily by food shopping.
Car borne shoppers are very important.

3.0

Operator Surveys

3.1

Methodology

Bespoke questionnaire developed for Buckingham to obtain insight to the shopping patterns and
behaviour, current trading performance, issues for the town centre to address and future
opportunities to improve.
The survey findings for each of the survey questions are reported in this section of the report; a copy
of the survey questionnaire is attached as an appendix along with a list of respondents.
Direct distribution method was adopted for the survey with surveys handed out directly to managers
and proprietors and picked up later the same day, this ensures face to face contact and a much higher
participation rate.
60 completed surveys obtained successfully delivering a high response rate of over 75%.
Whole town centre included in terms of geographic area, map of research area is shown below.
Individual confidentiality pledged.
Many questions are multi-choice, therefore will not add up to 100%. The percentages quoted
represent the number of retailers expressing the stated view or response.

Map of Research Area
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Operator Surveys

3.2

Typical Customers

Gender

Male
41%

Female
59%

Typical customers have a slight female bias in the view of operators surveyed.
Age Profile
40%
35%
35%
30%

27%

27%

25%
20%

17%

15%
10%
5%
0%
Aged 15 to 24

Aged 25 to 44

Aged 45 to 64

Aged over 65

The age profile of typical shoppers is skewed towards those aged 45 to 64 years.
The majority of consumers are in the working age groups.
Typically, respondents also consider that just over a quarter of their consumers are of retirement
age.
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3.2

Typical Customers contd.

Customer Type

Visitors to local events

20%

Teenagers

30%

Tourists

32%

Students

55%

Couples

57%

Families

58%

Elderly

60%

Local workers

65%

Regulars / locals

93%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

‘Regulars / locals’ are far and away the primary customer group identified by over 90% of operators.
Local workers, elderly, families, couples and students are also important secondary consumer
groups.
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3.2

Typical Customers contd.

Customer Profile

Aspirational

13%

Fashion oriented

17%

Brand conscious

18%

Value seekers

28%

Affluent

30%

On a budget

33%

Family oriented

37%

Comfortable

47%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Operators describe their typical customers as comfortably off and family oriented.
A third also describe their typical customers as ‘on a budget’ and 30% describe them as affluent.
Buckingham appears to have both comfortable and well-off consumers but also a proportion of
more price conscious consumers.
Mode of Travel
100%
90%

88%

88%

80%
70%
57%

60%
50%
40%

25%

30%
20%
10%

2%

0%
Car / van

On foot

Bus

Bicycle

Train

Asked how customers usually travel to the centre, two modes of travel clearly dominate; on foot and
car / van.
Indicative of the local nature of the town centre, high proportions live in and around the town centre
and access it on foot.
Equally important is car access as many shoppers are car borne.
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3.3

Reason for Visit

Arts / culture

7%

Shopper facilities

7%

Use leisure facilities

8%

Evening facilities

13%

Good car parking

18%

Events / festivals

20%

Choice of shops

28%

Use catering outlets

35%

Nice environment

37%

Convenience

38%

Use services

38%

Visit specific shop

43%

Market(s)

45%

Food shopping

53%

Meet friends

55%

General shopping

55%

Work nearby

90%

Live nearby

95%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

The primary reason for visiting Buckingham is the convenience of its location and its close proximity
to where people live or work.
Over half of operators cite a group of secondary reasons; general shopping, meeting friends and
food shopping.
Buckingham is performing a varied role for its customer base with food / general shopping and
socialising key visit drivers.
Markets also achieve a notably high response mentioned by 45% indicating that this is considered an
important part of the town’s offer.
Choice of shops and facilities are low on the scale of reasons for visit.

3.0

Operator Surveys

3.4

Trading Patterns

Length of trading in Buckingham
47%

50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

25%

23%

1-5 years

6-10 years

5%

Less than a year

Over 10 years

Many operators are established in Buckingham and have a long trading history in the town.
Notably there is also a very good proportion (30%) that are relatively new to the town, indicating that
operators perceive Buckingham to have good trading potential.
Trading compared to last year

Up >10%

10%

Up 6-10%

5%

Up 0-5%

12%

No change

15%

Down 0-5%

10%

Down 6-10%

5%

Down >10%

10%
0%

2%

4%

6%

8%

10%

12%

14%

16%

Trading patterns and fortunes are mixed; similar proportions are trading up (27%) and trading down
(25%) compared to last year.
The bias is slightly towards those that are trading up and an additional 15% are level.
Circa a third (32%) did not provide an indication of trading performance.
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3.4

Trading Patterns contd.

Rate the success of your shop
47%

50%
45%
40%
35%

30%

30%
25%
20%

17%

15%
10%
2%

5%

0%

0%
Very Good

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

Very Poor

* 5% no response

64% of operators rate the success of their shop as good or very good.
An additional 30% are still pretty happy with their business and consider it satisfactory.
Only 2% consider it poor; indicate that most trade well in Buckingham.
30:1 ratio view their shop as successful.
Rate the success of the town centre as a whole
45%
38%

40%
35%

30%

30%
25%
20%

15%

15%
10%
5%

3%

2%

0%
Very Good

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

Very Poor

* 12% no response

In comparison, the town centre as a whole, is rated by operators as less successful; 33% good or very
good.
17% rate it poor or very indicating that there is considered to be room for the town centre to
improve.
The town is not viewed as positively as each business; only a 2:1 positive ratio.
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Trading Patterns contd.

Customer numbers vs. last year

No answer,
13%
Increased ,
30%

Same, 40%
Decreased,
17%

For 70% of operators customer numbers have stayed the same (40%) or increased (30%) compared
to last year. Only 17% report a decrease in customer numbers.
Average transaction value
23%

25%
20%

15%
15%
12%
10%
10%
7%

7%
5%

5%

5%
2%
0%

Average transaction values being achieved are broad and will vary according to product type.
On the whole, the majority at just over half (52%) report typical average translation values of up to
£20.
Most operators (45%) report that their average transaction value has stayed the same over the last
12 months, 15% cite a decrease and a further 12% report it has increased.
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Trading Patterns contd.

Footfall vs. last year

No answer
12%

Increased
23%

Same
30%
Decreased
35%

The largest response at 35% was from operators that consider footfall in the town centre has
decreased over the last year.
However, 30% consider it has stayed the same with an additional 23% thinking it has increased.
Future business performance

No
answer
, 8%

Stay the
same, 28%

Improve,
30%

Decline, 33%

Views on future trading performance are fairly evenly split, albeit with a slight bias towards those
who think it will decline.
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3.5

Buckingham Town Centre

Strengths
20-30 different strengths of the town centre were identified by operators.
While 23% did not provide a response, the most commonly identified strengths are shown below.
Character / History / Atmosphere / Environment
Individual / independent shops
Parking / car park size / fair priced parking
Good food / café choice / restaurants
Market
Friendly
Mix of shops / Choice of shops
Local shops / Local Businesses
Some local events / events / festivals
Public transport / bus service
Community / local enthusiasm
Social / Restaurants / Café Culture
Waitrose
Easy access / near motorway / near through road
Cleanliness

22%
17%
15%
12%
10%
10%
8%
8%
8%
7%
7%
5%
5%
5%
5%

* All responses over 5%

Weaknesses
More than 30 different weaknesses of the town centre were identified by operators.
Only 12% did not provide a response; the most commonly identified weaknesses are shown below.
Parking / pay for parking / cost / poor long stay
Variety / choice / lack of shops
Poor facilities / toilets / lack of public toilets
Too many charity shops
Organised events / lack of activities
Access / Road structure / traffic / traffic control
Major retail outlets / high street fashion retailers
/ Not enough 'real' shops / Lack of named brands
Markets / Downsizing of market
Too many coffee shops
Estate agents
Expensive rents / rates
* All responses over 5%

55%
30%
18%
15%
8%
8%
8%
5%
5%
5%
5%
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Buckingham Town Centre contd.

Weak product categories
25+ different product categories were identified by operators.
However, 50% did not provide a response.
There was however ‘clothing’ was the category most commonly identified.
The most commonly identified product categories are shown below.
Clothes shops / boutique clothing / fashion / Designer
Hardware / Household
More real shops / big chain shops / High street retailers
General retail / General store / More variety
Footwear
Men's everyday wear / men’s clothes

23%
7%
7%
7%
5%
5%

* All responses over 5%

Ongoing Trading in Buckingham Town Centre
80%

72%

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
7%

10%

7%

2%

2%

0%
Remain in
current
premises

Expand

Move premises
Move /
within
Relocate away
Buckingham
from
Buckingham

Close

The vast majority of operators at 86% plan to remain trading in Buckingham and in some instances
to expand or relocate.
Only two operators surveyed plan to relocate away from Buckingham or to close.
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Buckingham Town Centre contd.

Ratings for attributes of the town centre
1
Poor

2

3

4

5
Good

No
Reply

Facilities

12%

25%

50%

7%

2%

5%

Retail mix / offer

12%

22%

47%

10%

5%

5%

Catering mix / offer

0%

8%

23%

43%

18%

7%

Parking provision

25%

20%

30%

12%

10%

3%

Destination stores

17%

23%

32%

7%

2%

18%

Customer experience

0%

10%

30%

38%

12%

10%

Ease of use

3%

12%

30%

35%

7%

13%

Promotional activity

8%

28%

40%

12%

2%

10%

Quality of environment

2%

7%

18%

52%

15%

7%

The table illustrates operators’ ratings for different attributes of the town centre, the shading
highlights where the main response fell.
Attributes weighted towards the ‘poor’ end of the scale were; parking provision, destination stores,
retail mix / offer and promotional activity.
By comparison the more positive attributes were; quality of environment, catering mix / offer, and
customer experience.
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Buckingham Town Centre contd.

Main issues for the town centre to address

Operators clearly identify three high priority areas; parking, retail mix and offer and customer
facilities.
Medium priorities include; events programme, town centre environment and promotional activity.
Lower priorities were; safety / security, signage, leisure offer, town centre identity, and public space.
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Buckingham Town Centre contd.

Future town centre improvements
Asked how they would like to see the town centre evolve, operators provided a variety of
suggestions – many echoing the findings of survey elsewhere.
While 35% did not provide a response, the most commonly identified improvements are shown
below.
Two areas clearly dominate the retail offer in terms of expanding the choice and looking at car
parking in a number of areas.
High street shops / more shops / variety / choice
Parking / better parking / free parking / more parking
More events / funds for events
Fewer / no more charity shops
Public facilities / better toilets
More independents / different local traders
Make town more appealing /
draw more customers / become a destination

28%
25%
8%
7%
7%
7%
5%

* All responses over 5%

Summary
Operators consider their typical customer to have a slight female bias, skewed towards those aged
45-64.
Customers are primarily described as regulars / locals, family oriented and comfortably off.
Operators consider that most access the town centre by car or on foot, reflecting the local nature of
the centre.
Reason for visit is considered to be driven by the convenience of the location; it’s close to home /
work.
Buckingham performs both a social and shopping role with general shopping, meeting friends and
food shopping all important visit drivers.
Current trading fortunes are mixed with similar proportions up and down on last year. Operators
consider their individual businesses to be successful but are less positive about the town centre.
Trading environment is showing stability with customer numbers and ATVs largely unchanged and
most operators planning to remain in Buckingham, however over a third think footfall in the town
centre has decreased.
The character and the history of the town along with its individual / independent shops are
considered strengths, while parking and lack of shops / choice / variety and to a lesser extent
customer facilities are issues to address.

4.0

Location Review

4.1

Introduction

An overview assessment of the appeal, offer and performance of Buckingham Town Centre was
undertaken at the end of October 2016.
The purpose of the review was to provide an assessment of the current range, mix and appeal of the
existing retail offer and customer usage, to provide an assessment of the health of the town centre
and any opportunities for future improvement and development
The pie chart below illustrates the broad retail mix of the town centre, in terms of units.
Vacant
5%

Convenience
10%

Catering
19%
Comparison
30%

Service
36%

4.2

Location Overview

The retail mix is dominated by service operators at over a third of units, a mixture of both multiples
and independents with a high number of hair and beauty operators and estate agents.
The number of vacant units is low in comparison to many town centres and indicates that the town
centre is holding its own pretty well in difficult economic circumstances.
Waitrose dominates the town centre convenience offer and also serves to anchor the town centre
offer as a whole. The convenience goods offer also includes a Tesco Express and a Sainsbury’s Local
on the periphery of the town centre.
The comparison goods offer is primarily dominated by independent operators with a limited
multiples present, including; M&Co, WH Smith, Boots, Charles Clinkard and Kids at Clinks.
While there are number of charity shops catering for value seeking consumers, there are a number
of operators with a mid to upmarket product offer, e.g. Kids at Clinks, Dandy Lions and Buckingham
Tailors.
The catering offer is primarily independents with Prezzo Subway and Esquire’s the only multiples
present.
The out of town offer mostly comprises units located at Osier Way; Aldi, Pets at Home, Carpetright
and Topps Tiles.
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Location Overview contd.

Buckingham Town Centre is the second largest town centre in Aylesbury Vale, located to the north
of the district. Access by car is good with the town centre located close to the main arterial routes.
Waitrose anchors the retail offer with the surface car park behind Waitrose the main shopper car
park in the town centre. The car park is well used almost fully occupied by late morning on the day
of the review, on street parking mostly on Market Hill was also well occupied, very few spaces
available.
The cost of parking in the car park is very reasonable in comparison to other centres and access to
the shopping area is direct from the car park, quick and easy.
The broad service offer and other facilities in the town centre including the Library, Registrar, Town
Council offices, Community Hospital, Doctor’s surgeries and dental practices are also visit drivers for
the town centre. In addition to this there is also a market in the town centre on Tuesdays and
Saturdays.
In terms of leisure the town centre has a small-scale visitor attraction and Museum; Buckingham
Gaol, adding to the history and character of the town centre. In addition, there is a small National
Trust property Chantry Chapel with second hand bookshop and tea room.
There are also two hotels located in the town centre; Villiers a 4-star hotel with 49-bedrooms and
ballroom / conference centre and the 18-bedroom White Hart an 18th century coaching inn.
The core shopping area is concentrated in the two shopping precincts; Cornwall Place and Meadows
Row and on Market Hill on the opposite side of the road.
The location of the retail offer in the two precincts and Waitrose behind them means that much of
the retail offer is hidden from view.
There are areas of residential development in and around the town centre including many pretty,
characterful houses in the centre which enhance the aesthetic appeal of the town centre and also
results in a number of consumers being within walking distance of the centre.
There are also a number of bus routes running to and from the town centre with bus stops primarily
located adjacent to the Hospital.
There are however opportunities to improve the shopping environment and appeal, piles of rubbish
in evidence (Wednesday) and signage and pavements that would benefit from additional cleaning.
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While on the whole the core shopping area
is relatively compact the main road through
the town centre makes it difficult to cross
and easily access the wider town centre
offer. This also serves to make the wider
town centre offer feel a little disjointed and
as a visitor it can be difficult to orientate
yourself.

While the menu signage of businesses in both of the shopping precincts is good and lists all the
operators, several of these could be cleaner and better maintained.
Many operators are also using A-boards to promote their businesses, the number and location of
these in some instances could be improved to be more effective.
There are a number of hanging banners in use around the town, with a variety of different messages
- what is the Hidden Quarter and where is it? There is the opportunity to review the content and use
of these to maximise their impact.
There were some posters in the town centre advertising some forthcoming events but interestingly
little noticeable about the weekly markets which could be promoted as a more integral part of the
town centre offer perhaps.
The ‘residential’ style of a number of retail premises rather than modern ‘retail’ units enhances the
character and individuality of the town centre but reduces the visual impact of the retail offer and
may mean these units have limited appeal to many multiple retailers.
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The multiples present in the town centre are generally small scale and trading from smaller than
average units reflecting the ‘local’ nature and appeal of the town centre.
There are also a number of large-scale non-retail occupiers in high visibility areas which also serves
to reduce the impact of the retail offer, e.g. Delivery Office and Gaol.
A number of independent businesses were closed on the day of the review (Wednesday) or
operating a half day closing as of the beginning of November, this may be for operational staffing
reasons and indicates that Wednesday is potentially a quieter day in the town centre, despite the
high car park occupancy.
While there are number of benches in and around the town centre the only public toilets are located
away from the core shopping area next to the Salvation Army on Moreton Road.
The well-occupied short stay on-street parking and the fact that the main car park became quieter as
the day went on indicates that many ‘pop into’ the town centre and the visit is relatively short.
The river and the walkways around the core town centre enhance the environment and the town’s
appeal; opportunities to build on and raise the aesthetic appeal of the core town centre shopping
area, including planting and use of signage.
The table overleaf provides a summary assessment of the town centre in terms of key areas.
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Buckingham Town Centre Summary
Evidence of retailer
investment / motivation

Little noticeable or significant. Wednesday closing indicates a
reduced opportunity for some. On the whole retailers appear to be
making a good effort with a number of interesting and good
quality independent businesses trading in the town centre

Indicators of performance

There are some vacancies dotted around the town centre, mostly
in secondary areas and some relocations. Early closing is possibly a
poor indicator. Mix and quality of operators and high occupancy
are positive indicators

Long term vacancies

While some of the less desirable units may be longer term
vacancies their non-prime locations mean the town centre does
not feel blighted by empty units

Footfall generators / anchors

Waitrose, service operators and town centre facilities (Library,
Hospital, doctors, dentists, etc.)

Retail appeal / offer

Performs a ‘local’, drop in, convenience role for its customer base.
The retail offer has a services bias with a high proportion of
independents. ‘Retail’ has limited impact

Leisure appeal / offer

In town leisure offer is limited however the appearance of the
town centre, its independents and its location close to a number of
nearby leisure attractions increases its leisure appeal; there are
however opportunities for a better catering offer

Layout

Fairly compact, easy access from shopper parking but road
disjoints offer and makes it difficult to cross

Visibility of retail

Visibility from the car park is good, however it is more limited from
the town centre itself with much of the retail offer in precincts and
small scale older style premises

Number of multiples

Limited in number, mostly an independent offer. Multiples that
are present tend to be small

Quality and positioning

Clear mid-market positioning overall supported by mass market
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Buckingham Town Centre Summary contd.
Environment

OK; the town centre has character but there is evidence of litter,
damaged / unclean signs, opportunities for better cleaning and
pavements and more effective use of signage

Access

Close to main roads (and motorways) easy access to car parks and
a number of buses connecting nearby towns and villages. Nearby
residential so is also a ‘walk to’ location

Ease of shopping

Core offer is good with menu boards promoting the available offer,
the wider offer feels more separate, the roads are hard to cross
and dissect the core shopping area

Cleanliness and litter

Litter and issues with pavement cleanliness; room to be better

Car parking

Main shopper car park is behind Waitrose (reasonable cost) with
additional on-street parking, all well used

Facilities

Not bad, a number of benches, toilets are ‘up the hill’, ‘shop
mobility’ in the main car park

Overall appeal / shopping
experience

It’s a local town and retail offer, well used by its customers, the
building blocks / foundations are in place with room to further
improve and enhance appeal from environment to offer / choice
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Buckingham Town Centre Visual Representation
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Buckingham Town Centre Visual Representation contd.

5.0

Future Outlook and Growth

5.1

Introduction

Buckingham Neighbourhood Development Plan (2015) sets out a plan for Buckingham up to 2031.
Described in the Neighbourhood Development Plan as a market town “loved” by its residents and
visitors with consultation for the plan receiving an unprecedented level of responses.
The BNDP provides for 617 dwellings and 400 student units.
While there is some resistance to too much housing growth the view is that Buckingham will accept
“a fair and needs-targeted amount of new residential growth”.
Overarching vision of the plan; “make Buckingham a better place to live, work, study and play”.
Specific comments received in the consultation included; ‘increase parking in the town centre’ and
‘increase retail development in the town centre’.
The following points are useful extracts from the Neighbourhood Plan and provide additional
research input.
5.2

Buckingham and its Location

Historic market town; second largest in Aylesbury Vale, accessed via the A421 and A422 and located
8 miles west of Milton Keynes, 11 miles from the new garden city at Bicester and 17 miles north of
Aylesbury.
The town of Buckingham is a focal point for housing, employment, administrative and community
facilities in Northern Aylesbury Vale.
Buckingham has a population of 12,043 with a high percentage of owner occupiers (72%), 11% social
housing and 15% private rentals. There is a reported need for affordable housing, with the
expansion of the University of Buckingham increasing the cost of private rental and in turn
increasing the pressure on social housing.
5.3

Work, Study and Shopping

73% economically active with 48% employed in managerial and professional occupations.
Although outside the plan area the Silverstone circuit represents a major economic presence.
Industrial park to the south of Buckingham on the by-pass provides a mixture of manufacturing
businesses and service providers; several businesses have relocated here from the town centre.
Buckingham University was the UK’s first independent university.
1,300 on campus (2,000 in total), expanding to 2,000 on campus over the plan period.
The university is also a major employer as well as generating significant input to the town’s
economy.
The plan reports “a large call for more retail development and redevelopment in the town”. The
plan also makes the point that demand for more retail would also increase when factoring in the
increase in population from new housing development.
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5.4

Connectivity

Main road through the town is the A422 and the A421 forms a bypass around the southern edge of
the town and links to the M40.
There is continued concern about the volume of traffic (especially HGVs) travelling through the town
centre.
Key bus routes link the town to; Milton Keynes, Bicester, Aylesbury and beyond.
Planned improvements to cycle ways and creation of a new east-west rail link (station at Winslow)
will allow for greater connectivity.
5.5

Vision for 2031

An additional 617 dwellings.
An additional 400 rooms at the University.
10 hectares of new employment land.
New retail areas and leisure facilities in the town centre.
Plus further specific objectives relating to community, sport, transport, green spaces, etc.
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Conclusions

6.1

Introduction

The findings of all research areas have been analysed collectively to identify a number of core
outputs for Buckingham.
The proposal set out the aims of the study clearly with specific outputs to include an appraisal of the
existing retail offer, summary of the current ‘health’ of the town centre and a performance
assessment identifying both the factors driving performance and those inhibiting performance. The
study was also tasked with identifying the growth opportunities for Buckingham Town Centre based
on the town’s customer base, their retail and leisure needs and the ability of the town centre to
accommodate any suitable additional retail and leisure (F&B/catering) operators.
The following section outlines the conclusions of the study under the following headings;
•
•
•
•
•
•
6.2

Summary of Findings
Positive Indicators of Performance
Negative Indicators of Performance
Growth Opportunities
Development Opportunities and Suitable Operators
Indicative Operators (Comparison, Convenience and Food and Beverage).
Summary of Findings

While the findings of the study have been reported in detail earlier in the report, the points below
serve to summarise and highlight the key points;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Loyal, local catchment of 12,000 plus inflow
Population is growing
Consumers are mid-market and above
Typically, family oriented
Additional groups; students (growing in number), local workforce and visitors to the town
and / or area
Visit pattern is frequent
Strengths are its convenience and its character
Weaknesses are the choice / range of shops and parking
Car borne shoppers are important
Trading fortunes are mixed, but relatively positive
Stable customer numbers and ATVs on the whole
Priority areas identified by operators; parking, retail mix / offer and customer facilities
Retail offer is weighted towards independents
Multiples present are limited in number and size
Shop units are typically small
Service offer, convenience shopping and other facilities will be driving visits
Much of the retail offer is hidden from view
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6.2

Summary of Findings contd.
•
•
•
•
•

6.3

Non ‘retail’ offers dominate high impact parts of the town centre
Opportunities exist to improve the shopping environment
Main road fragments the offer
Consumers ‘like’ the town
Use of signage, condition and quality could be better.
Positive Indicators of Health

The study has identified that Buckingham has many positive indicators of health, with many of the
building blocks for future growth in place, it has appeared to prove fairly resilient in the continued
uncertain retail climate. Key indicators include;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High convenience expenditure retention
Visit patterns are frequent
Waitrose is town centre anchor
Restaurants are well used by core catchment
Food shopping (top-up primarily) is an important visit driver
Buckingham is fulfilling a social (as well as general shopping) role
Market(s) are attractors
Long standing and newer operators trading
Bias towards those trading ‘up’ on the year
Operators consider their businesses successful (30:1)
Vast majority plan to remain in Buckingham
Retail offer dominated by service, driving frequent usage
Vacancies on the whole are limited
Evidence of independents targeting a mid-market, quality consumer
Good access and connectivity
Shopper parking is well used
Residential areas in and around the town centre
Retailer motivation appears good
Evidence of new arrivals and a strong established base
Second largest centre in the District
Aspirations for growth
Desire for retail development.
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6.4

Negative Indicators of Health

While Buckingham has many positive indicators of health the study has also identified a number of
factors that are potentially limiting performance now and / or in the future. These include;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low comparison expenditure retention
Visits are short
Convenience goods high usage but is largely ‘out of town’
Milton Keynes dominates in terms for comparison goods
Choice of shops and facilities are low in terms of reason for visit
Town not viewed as successful as individual businesses (only 2:1 positive ratio)
Variable footfall, possibly location dependent
Future outlook skewed slightly towards the negative
Number of ‘gaps’ in retail offer identified
Multiples are limited in number and size, and impact
Over dominance of some types of operator; health and beauty salons / operators, estate
agents and charity shops
Retail offer lacks impact
Lack of modern retail units that would appeal to multiples
Multiples present are smaller than average
Half day / Wednesday closing
Non-retail in high visibility locations
Vacancies but typically in secondary / tertiary locations.

The positive indicators outweigh the negative factors for Buckingham
The town is in reasonably good health and is well positioned to remain robust going
forward
There are opportunities to help it continue to trade positively, many can be facilitated by
the Council, although only a few are completely within their control.
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6.5

Growth and Improvement Opportunities

Buckingham is well liked as a town, its shoppers are loyal and frequent visitors; and operators are
supportive of the town, able to see both its strengths and its opportunities for improvement. It
appears to be holding its own and in many ways has proved resilient in the recent economic
circumstances. The opportunity for Buckingham lies in further strengthening the local role it fulfils,
both for shopping and socialising, while improving the offer and environment to increase its appeal
to all its potential customer groups and encourage further usage (frequency, length of stay and
wider town centre offer).
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There is a perception that the town’s not doing well - more promotion needed about the
town’s ‘success’
Build on the positives; meeting places / social, food offer, markets
Improve environment and facilities, ensure that the environment meets the customer
expectations and provides a positive reason to visit
Lots of strengths but no stand out ‘positives’ - promote its ‘assets’
Weaknesses; parking and choice of shops – more variety needed in the offer. Review
opportunities to improve parking, volumes and values. Parking is an issue for residents and
operators
Improve visibility of retail, possibly add more retail in highly visible areas, through infill
development
More comparison and more convenience choices, (possibly 5-6 units in total)
Focus on mid-market, good quality positioning
Bigger shops (than now), through planned / facilitated development or consolidation of units
Provide more for younger shoppers
More F&B to expand the offer and meet consumer trends (2-3 brands)
More / better promoted markets
Signage review – ‘to promote and remind’ as well as integrate all areas.
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6.6

Development Opportunities and Suitable Operators

Where are the best development locations / what is the development criteria?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Core town centre; linked to / near Waitrose and shopper car parks
Within the existing retail street scape
Current non-retail frontages and uses
Piecemeal approach, infill development required
Individual units or small cluster sites
Conversion of central high profile non-retail units to retail
Destination retail in the more peripheral locations.

Indicative sites as identified in the BNDP, include; Sorting Office / Telephone Exchange Site, Wharf
Yard Site and Market Hill. An assessment of all three sites would indicate that of the three the
Sorting Office / Telephone Exchange Site would be the most viable in the first instance, due to its
location close to Waitrose as the town centre anchor and shopper car parks.
What operators would be suitable?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mid-market positioning
Clothing in particular
F&B brands to further build on social role; and destination F&B, could be a branded offer
within one of the large hotels
Supporting / ‘top-up’ convenience shopping
Destination operators to create ‘more reasons to come into town’
Multiples that trade in mid-market smaller market towns, and regional / local independents
and specialists.
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6.7

Indicative Operators: Convenience, Comparison and F&B

Food and Beverage

Appendices
Appendix I – Operator Survey Questionnaire

Buckingham Town Centre Operator Surveys

The Retail Group is completing a retail appraisal of Buckingham Town Centre on behalf of Aylesbury Vale District Council. The appraisal will
look at current health and performance issues and assess the ways in which the town’s retail offer should evolve and grow. Your views are very
important, responses will be treated confidentially and only collective responses analysed. We would be grateful if you would take a few minutes
to complete the survey and our researcher will collect it later today. Thank you for your support.
1) Your Details

b) Why do people visit the town centre? Tick all that apply

a) Business name ________________________________
b) Contact name

________________________________

c) Type of business
Retail - Food / Drink
Retail - Homeware
Retail - Fashion
Hair / Beauty
Property services
Finance / Banking
Health
Other (please state)









Leisure
Gaming / Betting
Accountancy / Legal
Café
Restaurant
Take away
Pub / Bar









Live nearby
Work nearby
Choice of shops
Food shopping
General shopping
Use services
Meet friends
Visit specific shop
Use leisure facilities
Other (please state)

Use catering outlets
Evening facilities
Convenience
Shopper facilities
Good car parking
Market(s)
Nice environment
Events / festivals
Arts / culture





















4) Your Business
a) How long has your business been trading here?

2) Your Customers
a) Can you describe your typical customers; approximately
what proportion are?
Male
Female

%
%
100%

Aged 15 to 24
Aged 25 to 44
Aged 45 to 64
Aged over 65

%
%
%
%
100%

b) Which of the following best describe your customers? Tick
all that apply
Regulars / locals
Families
Teenagers
Tourists
Visitors to local events
Elderly
Couples
Local workers
Students











Brand conscious
Fashion oriented
Affluent
Comfortable
On a budget
Family oriented
Aspirational
Value seekers










Less than a year
1-5 years

Down >10%
Down 6-10%
Down 0-5%
No change




Up 0-5%
Up 6-10%
Up >10%










c) How would you rate the success of your shop and the
town centre as a whole? Please circle
Your Shop?
Very Good / Good / Satisfactory / Poor / Very Poor
Town Centre?
Very Good / Good / Satisfactory / Poor / Very Poor
d) Compared to last year have your customer numbers
increased, decreased or stayed the same?


Decreased

Same





e) What is your typical transaction value?

a) How do your customers usually travel to this centre? Tick
all that apply
Car / van
Bus




b) How are you currently trading compared to last year?

Increased
3) Shopping Patterns

6-10 years
Over 10 years




Train
Bicycle




On foot



Under £5
£5-£10
£11-£15
£16-£20
£21-£30







£31-£50
£51-£75
£76-£100
£100+






f) How has this ATV changed over the last year?
Increased



Decreased



Same



Please Turn Over (page 2)

Buckingham Town Centre Operator Surveys contd.
5) The Town Centre
a) What do you think are the three main strengths and
weaknesses of Buckingham Town Centre?
Strengths

Weaknesses

b) Which product categories are weak in the town centre?

c) How would you rate Buckingham Town Centre for the
following (1 = poor and 5 = good)
Facilities
Retail mix / offer
Catering mix / offer
Parking provision
Destination stores
Customer experience
Ease of use
Promotional activity
Quality of environment

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
4
3
4

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

c) What are the main issues for the town centre to address?
Priority
Retail mix and offer
Town centre environment
Parking
Events programme
Promotional activity
Safety / security
Signage and information
Customer facilities
Leisure offer
Town centre identity
Improving local public
space

High












Medium












d) How would you like to see Buckingham Town Centre
evolve?
1.
2.
3.
Any other comments or suggestions:

d) Over the last 12 months do you think footfall in the town
centre has increased, decreased or stayed the same?
Increased



Decreased

Same





6) Future Outlook
a) Over the next 12 months do you think business
performance in the town centre will?
Improve



Decline



Stay the same



b) What are your company’s future plans for ongoing trading
in Buckingham Town Centre?
Remain in current premises
Expand
Move premises within Buckingham
Move / Relocate away from Buckingham
Close

Low












Thank you for your time







Research completed by The Retail Group – Contact Mike Evans - 07753 824041 - mike.evans@theretailgroup.co.uk

Appendices
Appendix II – List of respondents to the town centre operator survey
Apple homes
Back to Nature
Barber shop
Barbers of Buckingham
Barclays Bank
BCS
Belci off licence
Bet Fred
Body Matters
Boots
Boots Opticians
Bridge Street flooring
British Heart Foundation
Buckingham dental & eye care
Buckingham Post Office
Busiprint
C.A Holics
Charles Clinkard
Connells
Curious Minds
Dandy Lions
Dragon Gallery
Finca el Monte
Fire Side
Flowers of Distinction
Golden Crust
Greetings Plus
Gyre & Gimble
Harpenden Building Society
Harrisons Jewellers

Harrold Opticians
Helen & Douglas House
Home Appliances
Homeflair Gift shop
Jardines Pharmacy
Leaders Estate Agent
Leaders Hardware
Lloyds pharmacy
M&Co
Meadow Row Tea Rooms
Moss
Nawaz & Aslam Enterprise
Panache Hair
Pasha Jewellery
Precise Locations
Rogers Deliveries
RSPCA
Secret Messages Interiors
Sweet Autumn
Tesco Express
The Beauty Box
The Countryard
The Cutting Room
The Framing Centre
Thomson
Vision Express
Waitrose
WHSmith
Willen Hospice
Willow Spring

